Abstract. SatAbs is a bit-precise software model checker for ANSI-C programs. It implements sound predicate-abstraction based algorithms for both sequential and concurrent software. SatAbs [7] is a verifier for C programs that uses counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [8] (Fig. 1) , based on predicate abstraction [12] , as pioneered by SLAM [2] . By interpreting variables of the C program as bit-vectors, efficient SAT procedures are used for abstraction and simulation [6] . This renders the theorem prover calls that are made during abstraction decidable, and enables bit-precise verification, which is essential when analysing system-level software.
Verification Approach
SatAbs [7] is a verifier for C programs that uses counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [8] (Fig. 1) , based on predicate abstraction [12] , as pioneered by SLAM [2] . By interpreting variables of the C program as bit-vectors, efficient SAT procedures are used for abstraction and simulation [6] . This renders the theorem prover calls that are made during abstraction decidable, and enables bit-precise verification, which is essential when analysing system-level software.
In [10] the first sound and symmetry-aware predicate abstraction based approach towards model checking multi-threaded programs was presented. These results have now been integrated with SatAbs, allowing scalable verification of concurrent C programs comprised of replicated threads. Efficient symmetry-aware predicate abstraction requires amendments in all four key components of Figure 1: (1) the Boolean program computed as abstraction will use passive predicates and broadcasts [10] ; (2) the underlying model checker for Boolean programs must be able to make use of symmetry and support passive predicates, which presently only Boom [3] does; (3) as adding new predicates makes Boolean program model checking more expensive, we primarily rely on transition refinement (cf. [1] ) -symmetry-aware analysis requires a particular variant that handles both active and passive threads; (4) adding new predicates in case of replicated threads requires extra care (cf. [10] ).
Architecture
SatAbs shares large portions of the underlying C++ framework with CBMC [5] , including the ANSI-C front end, the internal representation as GOTO programs, and interfaces to decision procedures. Refinement Strategy. SatAbs starts verification with a coarse abstraction, cheaply computed over predicates derived from assertions appearing in the program. The abstraction is refined in response to spurious counterexamples according to the following strategy: first, a spurious counterexample is checked for spurious transitions. If any exist, they are refined away using the technique of Das and Dill [9] , following the approach of SLAM [1] . If no individual transition is spurious, weakest precondition calculations are used to derive new predicates from the counterexample, which are used to compute a more precise abstraction.
Strengths and Weaknesses
SatAbs supports all categories, including "Concurrency". In the presence of replicated concurrent programs, SatAbs exploits symmetry [13] to curb state explosion. Although the tool can also be applied to asymmetric concurrent programs, no scalability is expected for this case. As the focus on symmetric threads is not reflected in the benchmarks, SatAbs timed out on most of the benchmarks in the category "Concurrency". In the category "HeapManipulation", SatAbs failed because of a bug in the counterexample analysis; this has been fixed and in future we expect positive results there as well.
Overall, SatAbs proved to be reliable: bit-precise reasoning paired with some degree of maturity made SatAbs return only a single wrong result, which was due to bugs that have been fixed in the meantime. Yet we are aware of several limitations and weaknesses, which concern both sequential and concurrent code. Current technical limitations of predicate discovery may lead to SatAbs reporting "refinement failures". Furthermore overall efficiency and performance require closer inspection to reduce the number of timeouts that SatAbs had in the competition.
Tool Setup
SatAbs is hosted at http://www.cprover.org/satabs/ and is available both in binary form for popular platforms and as source code under a 4-clause BSD license. A C preprocessor is required (as provided by GCC on Unix-like platforms or Visual Studio on Microsoft Windows). The model checkers Boom and Cadence SMV were used in the competition -SMV must be downloaded separately.
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The following command-line options were used for the competition, depending on category: 1) --modelchecker boom: Select Boom as model checker; without this option, Cadence SMV is used as default. 2) --full-inlining: Inline all functions. This is required for proper operation when using Boom. 3) --error-label ERROR: Instead of searching for violated assertions, prove (un)reachability of the label "ERROR" as specified in the competition rules. 4) --32: Select the basic bitwidth of the architecture; by default, the bit-width of the execution platform is assumed, but some categories were designated to contain 32-bit benchmarks. 5) --concurrency: Enable use of passive threads and broadcast assignments, as described above. 6) --max-threads 5: Passed to Boom: only analyse executions involving no more than 5 concurrently running threads. 7) --iterations 500: Sets the upper bound on the number of CEGAR iterations to 500.
For categories "ControlFlowInteger" and "SystemC" we used SMV as model checker, i.e., option 1) was not given. Options 5) and 6) were only used for the category "Concurrency".
